TESTIMONIAL

BEFORE

A Natural
Thirst for Truth
Drives Health
Transformation

ONCE OVERWEIGHT, SICK, AND MISERABLE, HE RESTORED
HIS VIBRANT HEALTH AND NOW HELPS OTHERS

by Anthony Vita

I

again, especially since he had turned his

transformation story in a magazine called
Health Science

once considered the possible connection

is the guy who introduced me to a plantbased diet, right? Well, even though he was

fast food, along with ultra-processed donuts,

than at our prior visit, he had adopted a

Second, the most important aspect of my

food cravings and whatever sounded good
scrutinizing the contents of my refrigerator,

The needle had been moved, and this was

cheeseburgers, pepperoni pizzas, deli subs,
a couple of health-related resources
including the documentary Hungry for
Change, which instantly made me recognize

suffer from low energy and mental fog, but
a Nutribullet, which helped me commit
sore throats, upset stomachs, chest and
head congestion, headaches, colds, and

perusing the produce section of the grocery

produce aisle buying fruits and vegetables—

HEALTH SCIENCE

I was spending time
in the produce aisle
buying fruits and
vegetables—and actually
consuming them!

wanting to understand more about the
associations between diet and disease
and why this better way of eating was so

AFTER

issues were not a result of their body being

resources such as NutritionFacts.org and

those who desperately need to lose weight
or regain their health and show them how
to follow a whole-food, plant-based diet and

longer viewed food and disease quite the

eliminating meat, dairy, and eggs from my
diet and began emphasizing more starches
with fruits and vegetables in what became
my full commitment to a whole-food, plant-

the results my clients have been witnessing
simply by staying committed to a diet of

painful arthritis, and high blood pressure/
cholesterol, and they are losing weight the

wife, Wanda, in person this summer at my

with just a year earlier were completely
just to name a few of the leaders in the

three-day gathering was highlighted by so
many powerful presentations, truly inspiring
testimonials, timely information, and, of
individuals who truly appreciate the many

and listened to their interviews, one thing in
eventually become a health coach who

Reading testimonial after testimonial from

them how to eat more fruits and vegetables,
struggled with obesity, heart disease, type
failure, or cancer, they would change their
diet to whole plants and eventually come

fully immersed myself in researching and
The Vital Blend: 5 Ways to
Dramatically Improve Your Health, which was

when you change your food to plants, you

completely reverse their health issues as
was a total revelation to me because, in
experience, whenever a friend or family
member was given a dreaded diagnosis and
prescribed medications, they lived with that
disease and remained on medications for

diet and disease deepened, it became both

the last few years, my page has grown to
them have expressed how much they truly
plant-based transformation stories,
nutritional info, recipes, interviews, and

was learning powerful information that would
help me to lose weight, regain my health,

loved ones, were suffering needlessly on a

However, my attempts to reach, educate,
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